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Movie: Guddi  
Year: 1971  
Song: Bole Re Papihara  
Lyricist: Gulzar

Bole re papihara papihara  
Bole re papihara papihara  
Nit man barse  
Nit man pahasa a ...

Nit man pahasa  
Nit man barse

Bole re papihara  
Bole re papihara papihara  
Sawan jok sadesa lae  
Sawan jok sadesa lae  
Meri aakh se motori pae  
Meri aakh se motori pae

Falako per  
Ek bound sjavae  
Falako per  
Ek bound sjavae

Jana mila babul ke ghar se  
Jana mila babul ke ghar se

Baithe hoo  
Sawan le javae  
Baithe hoo  
Sawan le javae

Jaay pah ke desh me barse  
Jaay pah ke desh me barse
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